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First purchase: Activ Financial ?

There's huge potential for consolidation in the trading infrastructure world, especially because of rising

exchange fees and NSP-related costs.
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# Diver 3 YEARS AGO

There are an incredible number of new funds in London at the moment. Surely a product of cheap money. For

me exemplified by the guy who does a VC podcast raising a fund; we've got to be near the peak...
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$ In reply to Diver

Yup all chasing same deals thus driving up pre-money valuations etc
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Runderwear is a “pants company”? 

I’m confused; does it make over-sized 1960s style Y-Fronts, or trousers, or is it just a terrible business?
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# gordon woods 3 YEARS AGO

Its a good call. Financial services - especially at wholesale level - are, for the most part, still stuck in the 1990s.

A wonderful opportunity to devalue the company he sold his business to a couple of years ago. Great jobbing

Mr Spencer.
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Michael Spencer, one of the City’s best-known entrepreneurs, has become the
cornerstone investor for a new UK fintech fund that aims to raise up to £100m.

Mr Spencer is to contribute at least £25m, via his IPGL vehicle, to a fund called
Element Ventures, which will focus on investments in technologies that
streamline working practices in financial markets.

The investment represents one of the largest Mr Spencer has made since
selling his trading technology group Nex to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
in 2018 for £3.9bn. 

Since relinquishing Nex Mr Spencer has kept a smaller portfolio of personal
investments, spending £75m on stakes in Numis Securities, wealth manager AJ
Bell, the Tote bookmaker, English sparkling wine producer Chapel Down,
women’s pelvic floor trainer maker Elvie, and Runderwear, a pants company
founded by his personal trainer.

He has built up a personal fortune of around £1bn since founding ICAP, the
interdealer broker, in 1986. He sold £200m worth of ICAP shares in 2017 and
the sale of the company, rebranded as Nex, to the CME earned him another
£750m.

Private money has continued to pour into
emerging financial technologies. Funding
for the global fintech sector was $8.9bn in
the third quarter of the year, said CB
Insights, making it one of the busiest on
record. However, most of that has been
focused on consumer services such as
payments and wealth management rather
than capital markets, and few have turned
a profit.

Element will focus on technology in trading infrastructure, wholesale capital
markets, asset management and insurance. It was founded last year by Steve
Gibson and Michael Mcfadgen, who ran the venture capital arm of Nex and left
after the CME purchase. 

The fund has also hired Spencer Lake, the former vice-chairman of global
banking and markets at HSBC, and aims to close in the middle of the year,
according to a person familiar with its plans.

“The financial services industry is undergoing greater change than I have ever
seen in my 40-year career in the markets,” said Mr Spencer. “The opportunities
are simply enormous. I’ve worked with Steve Gibson and Michael Mcfadgen
before and have an enormous amount of time for them, so I am pleased to back
Element and I believe it will become one of the UK’s leading venture firms.”

London is the largest home for fintech companies in Europe, with more than
150 regulated companies. Fundraisings have tended to be small; Monzo has
raised £300m over several years while Revolut, one of the biggest and most
successful, is in talks to raise more than $500m in a single deal.
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